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New Preview Versions From time to time, Microsoft may publish a preview, or pre-release, version of an
Open Specifications technical document for community review and feedback. To submit feedback for a
preview version of a technical document, please follow any instructions specified for that document. If no
instructions are indicated for the document, please provide feedback by using the Open Specification Forums.
The preview period for a technical document varies. Additionally, not every technical document will be
published for preview. A preview version of this document may be available on the Windows Protocols Preview Documents page. After the preview period, the most current version of the document is available on
this page. Additionally, overview documents cover inter-protocol relationships and interactions. This
documentation is covered by Microsoft copyrights. Regardless of any other terms that are contained in the
terms of use for the Microsoft website that hosts this documentation, you can make copies of it in order to
develop implementations of the technologies that are described in this documentation and can distribute
portions of it in your implementations that use these technologies or in your documentation as necessary to
properly document the implementation. You can also distribute in your implementation, with or without
modification, any schemas, IDLs, or code samples that are included in the documentation. This permission
also applies to any documents that are referenced in the Open Specifications documentation. Microsoft does
not claim any trade secret rights in this documentation. Microsoft has patents that might cover your
implementations of the technologies described in the Open Specifications documentation. If you would prefer
a written license, or if the technologies described in this documentation are not covered by the Open
Specifications Promise or Community Promise, as applicable, patent licenses are available by contacting iplg
microsoft. To see all of the protocols in scope under a specific license program and the associated patents, visit
the Patent Map. The names of companies and products contained in this documentation might be covered by
trademarks or similar intellectual property rights. This notice does not grant any licenses under those rights.
For a list of Microsoft trademarks, visit www. The example companies, organizations, products, domain
names, email addresses, logos, people, places, and events that are depicted in this documentation are fictitious.
No association with any real company, organization, product, domain name, email address, logo, person,
place, or event is intended or should be inferred. All other rights are reserved, and this notice does not grant
any rights other than as specifically described above, whether by implication, estoppel, or otherwise. The
Open Specifications documentation does not require the use of Microsoft programming tools or programming
environments in order for you to develop an implementation. If you have access to Microsoft programming
tools and environments, you are free to take advantage of them. Certain Open Specifications documents are
intended for use in conjunction with publicly available standards specifications and network programming art
and, as such, assume that the reader either is familiar with the aforementioned material or has immediate
access to it. For questions and support, please contact dochelp microsoft.
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2: ibm-lan-manager-user-s-guide
A reference for experienced programmers who want to write new workstation or server programs, or modify existing
applications to run under the Microsoft LAN manager. The author provides an overview of the LAN manager
architecture, design theory and programming principles.

NetView automation capabilities for a non-NetView system or non-SNA device depend on the capabilities of
the system or device. The system or device must be able, directly or indirectly, to send problem reports and
other information to NetView in a form messages or MSUs that can be automated and to receive commands
from NetView. Often a product that cannot be automated directly can be automated with an appropriate
interface product. This chapter describes a few examples of interface products that implement service points
and enable you to expand the scope of your NetView automation: The service point application is the active
agent that communicates with the outboard device, formats alerts, sends them to NetView, and receives and
responds to commands. Therefore, the automation capabilities available to you are those supported by the
service point application. The primary task of a Tivoli NetView service point in automation is to send alerts to
the NetView system. When an alert reaches NetView, the NetView automation table can issue a command
procedure in response. The command procedure that is issued can attempt to solve the problem indicated by
the alert by sending commands to the service point application. The commands that your automation can send
to the service point application are the same ones a NetView operator can send: The data that is placed in the
command string depends on the service point application and is not necessarily the same across applications.
You can expand the types of commands and responses supported with RUNCMD by appropriately
programming the service point application and updating your NetView automation to take advantage of the
added functions. For example, actions such as retry or reconfigure can be taken only if they are supported in
the service point application. NMVTs carry alerts, commands, and responses. Messages received in response
are sent to the operator or autotask that started the command list. For example, you might use a NetView timer
command to issue a command list periodically to check the status of a local area network or a bridge. Alerts
received by the hardware monitor can be translated to either TEC events or to SNMP traps and forwarded to
the respective event manager. You can customize the contents of the outgoing events or traps by customizing
the information that is forwarded from NetView. For more information, see Forwarding Alerts. Messages are
processed similarly. You can customize the contents of the TEC event by customizing the information that is
forwarded from NetView. For more information, see Forwarding Messages. Forwarding Alerts If you want to
forward a hardware monitor alert without changing how the TEC event or SNMP trap is built, use the
hardware monitor recording filters to choose which alerts NetView should forward. Write a command that
performs your customization. If necessary, customize any baroc files that have been applied to TEC servers.
Note that no messages are output in this example, even if the PPI stage fails. Figure shows the syntax of a
command sent to ROPS:
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Export to EndNote / Reference Manager(non-Latin) Cancel Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However,
formatting rules can vary widely between applications and fields of interest or study.

Proprietary software Picking up the pieces 2. Introduction This document describes how to network a
computer using DOS. System used for testing is FreeDOS. Most things are supposed to work with other
versions of DOS as well. It also can be downloaded from driverguide as "SystemSoft Version 3. FreeDOS
version is 1. Links there and FAQs and applications were of great value. Screenshot of "LAN Manager 2. This
left a time frame for others. A version for the AT followed with "NetWare " v 2. Once connected they could
"map" a volume on the server to a driveletter in DOS and then use it like a local drive. NetWare also enabled
the clients to use printers connected to the server. NetWare established a dominant position in the market until
the middle of the nineties. This was used by Windows for Workgroups 3. The mechanism is known to
Windows users as "Windows share", "network neighbourhood" or "Workgroup". While the tool itself is not
sold any longer, most of its functionally is still available by usage of "MS Client" and a special update called
"WG" see MS Client section. PC-IP was released with its source into the public domain. PC-IP still can be
found in the web. On 12 Dec this specification was released as an open standard, for anyone to implement.
Packet drivers proved useful to hardware vendors and software developers alike. Many packet drivers were
written or managed by Russ Nelson at Clarkson University, who became known as the "Packet Driver King" a story, he describes at his website. Nelson still distributes these drivers as free software through the site of his
company " Crynwr " which was named after the welsh word for "Quaker", his religious belief. EXE that
allowed other programmers to call network functions within their applications without programming them
themselves. The program was specialized for amateur packet radio, but also could be used f. KA9Q attracted
many contributors. The software was developed until v2. Eventually Rutgers University, New Jersey took
over the maintenance and published the latest release in July It also became public domain. Others Minuet
Version 1. Minuet provided a mouse driven graphical interface that integrated client applications as E-mail,
Gopher, telnet, Usenet News, a web browser and FTP. Minuet is a good example for the unfortunate design of
DOS software licenses in this era. The Minuet license f. Distribution was allowed for non-commercial reasons
only. A comparison of their features can be found here. Read also the corresponding article in the "Network
Computing" magazine. Picking up the pieces Some Novell and Microsoft tools can still be legally downloaded
and used. A few projects are still alive: For such network adapters three types of driver can be used. All are
multiprotocol network drivers, meaning they are able to support multiple protocols over the same card. Earlier
drivers did support only a single protocol. Multiprotocol drivers communicate directly with the network
interface card and provide a published interface specification, to which applications can be written. Protocols
The following protocols are supported by these three drivers: Applications Three ways of networking used
with DOS. While the above categories should cover most programs, there are a few exceptions. Another
special type of applications are network bootdisks, which are able to work with a broad range of hardware and
use multiple protocols. Bootdisks are mostly used for backup, restore and repair. They can be extremely
helpful. On the sites above Novell includes a warning that this software is neither maintained nor supported
any longer. Popularity of the thirteen year old MS Client 3. EXE " to add server functionality to the client.
There may be limits, though. So compatibility is an issue. Other problems can be caused by the authentication
methods that are used with Windows or Samba. Now it is postcardware. There also other lists here , here and
here , which may contain additional information. I also found the nostalgia site oldskool. Information can still
retrieved from usenet newsgroup comp. In Michael Polak decided to make Arachne free software. It supports
various picture formats. Look here for a complete history of the software. Arachne is still actively developed programmers are invited to join a mailing list. The latest version can be found at the site of Glenn McCorkle.
Read more about it at Wikipedia. It is currently developed by DOS Solutions. The software suite includes a
webserver, a FTP-server and a bootp server as well as an email client. These services more and more replace
the classic telnet- and FTP-services, which are regarded as less secure. The screenshot shows a closed SSH
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session to my Debian server. So to be able to run them, we need to install the appropriate drivers first. To
install a generic packet driver is the simplest way. We will learn more about these kernels a bit further in this
document. As you can see in the figure above, it is also possible to run Novell NetWare over of a packet
driver: The first place to look for a packet driver should be the installation medium that came with your card.
He found that packet drivers are often the same for many models by the same manufacturer; recommends
finding a packet driver by chipset. COM 0x60 5 0x In the example above the driver is loaded into high
memory by using the command "LH". The first option "0x60" sets the software interrupt vector used by the
driver. The most frequently used packet driver software interrupt number is 0x Some drivers only need the
vector and find the other values by themselves. Most packet drivers can be unloaded after use with the option
"-u". In fact, they were used for this since they were invented. An ODI driver is a good choice, if you cannot
get a packet driver. The drivers are executables, their names look like "3C The MLID communicates directly
with the hardware of the network interface card. The LSL then determines which protocol stack is to receive
the packet. Need an additional file to get ODI working: After download and extraction, the file "LSL.
Converters are also called "wrappers" or a "shim". We have three options. The software is public domain; its
license allows free redistribution of binary and source and the modification of the source assembler. This is a
special case and will not be further investigated in this document. The only one missing is the configuration
file "NET. An example file with settings supposed for your card may be found on the CD or floppy that came
with it and should be located in the same directory as the ODI driver. Choose a directory - default locations of
NET. CFG seem to be C: The location should be in same directory, where LSL. COM and driver is found. We
only need to set: First, the name of driver is specified. Change to the name of your NIC. Configure the "frame"
or "envelope type" both declarations work and mean the same thing used by this driver:
4: [MS-NLMP]: NT LAN Manager (NTLM) Authentication Protocol
Microsoft LAN Manager: A Programmer's Guide by Ralph Ryan starting at $ Microsoft LAN Manager: A Programmer's
Guide has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris Flash Sale | Save up to $

5: Networking FreeDOS
About This Book The IBM LAN Manager is a network management program and problem determination aid for a Local
Area Network (LAN) composed of one or more IBM Token-Ring Networks and broadband IBM PC NetÂ.

6: What is LAN Manager? - Definition from Techopedia
ibm lan manager user's guide - textfiles - about this book the ibm lan manager is a network management program and
problem determination aid for a local area network (lan) composed of one or more ibm token-ring networks and
broadband ibm pc netÃ‚Âibm lan manager user s guide -.

7: Pascal, how to determine user id (NT/Lan Manager/OS2)
I've looked through Ralf Brown's Interrupt List. I've looked through _MS LAN Manager, A Programmer's Guide_ (ISBN ,
which has been out of print for 3.

8: Chapter Automating Other Systems, Devices, and Networks
List of OS/2 Software Development Related Books. From EDM2. The COBOL Presentation Manager Programming
Guide LAN Manager: A Programmer's Guide: Version 2.

9: Ibm Lan Manager User S Guide - www.enganchecubano.com - PDF Free Download
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2 GAMING LAN MANAGER User Guide GAMING LAN MANAGER GAMING LAN MANAGER is an utility for traffic
shaping for the Windows 7/ / It can keep your internet fast during heavy upload/ download and improve your ping.
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